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Water treatment equipment is a kind of water purification equipment by filtering. It removes some
materials in water that are not required for production and life through a variety of physical and chemical
means.Currently on the market water treatment equipments been knowledge by the public generally
includes water softeners Samson Ebukam Rams Jersey , water machine and water purifier three types.
Water treatment equipment --- softener
1. Principle and function of softener: according to the principle of ion exchange, that is, exchange Mg2 +
Ca2 + with Na +, in order to decrease the water hardness to 70 mg liter and then turned into soft water,
the main function of this water treatment equipment is to eliminate the water bases and scale.
2. Advantages and disadvantages of softeners:
Advantages: the effect of removing water base and scale is good, and because of large flow, it basically
does not reduce water pressure. The water generated through softener is with strong cleaning ability
Josh Reynolds Rams Jersey , better effects of laundry, shower and skin care, and also can reduce
energy consumption. At the same time it saves detergent, and lower intensity of housework. Water
softeners generate is the most suitable as domestic water.
Disadvantages: softener can’t get rid of bacteria, viruses, organic matter, and can’t be drunk directly; it
consumes salt if regenerating John Johnson Rams Jersey , and produces a certain amount of
wastewater.
Water treatment equipment --- water machine:
1. Principle and function of water machine: it uses filter element of PP cotton, activated carbon and RO
membrane, five or more filters, in which the most core is the RO membrane, which is currently the most
accurate filter. Water it generates is pure water, can be drink directly.
2. Advantages and disadvantages of water machine:
Advantages: water machine has high filtering accuracy, and is suitable for a variety of water Cooper
Kupp Rams Jersey , purified water is pure water with good taste, and does not contain any impurities.
Disadvantages: water machine makes less water per day, only enough for drinking and cooking; span of
the first three filter is short, filters need be regularly replaced; it is not suitable used as drinking water for
long time, especially for children and the elderly it is inappropriate to drink pure water for long time.
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Water treatment equipment ---purifier:
Ultra filtration machine is the mainstream product of the water treatment equipment, with high accuracy
and good purification effect. It has a filter with long life, which can be cleaned automatically.
1. Principle and function of purifier: it uses the separation technology of 0.01 micron membrane Gerald
Everett Rams Jersey , and can effectively eliminate harmful substances in the water, such as sediment,
rust, suspended solids, colloids, bacteria, viruses Todd Gurley II Rams Jersey , large molecules organic
and so on.
2. Advantages and disadvantages of purifier:
Advantages: purifier filters water with high accuracy; filtering water is close to the mineral water which
can be drunk directly; it has large flow; span of filter is long; filter has the function of self-cleaning; it
needs no electricity and does not waste water.
Disadvantages: purifier has the poor effect of eliminating the water scale and water base, and is suitable
for areas with medium-hardness or lower; single ultra filtration machine can not completely remove the
water scale, and taste of water quality is poor; it is too much trouble replace the filter, and can not
completely remove the heavy metals in water.
(1888PressRelease) Cedar Ridge Setters is located in beautiful North Florida and breeds and trains
English Setter Puppies to be the best hunting dogs available.
Located in north central Florida near Gainesville, Cedar Ridge Setters prides itself on being one of the
top English Setter dog breeders in the United States. All dogs are FDSB registered as field English
Setters.
Whether you are looking for a hunting partner or a best friend, the English Setter puppies available
shortly would be a great choice. Kate Boulos, owner of Cedar Ridge Setters Rush Jamon Brown Jersey ,
personally raises the puppies in her home and yard. They are put through a unique puppy training
program that includes mental and temperament tests, coordination and agility exercises, swimming,
collar and leash plus exposure to quail, noise and gunfire.
Festive worthless to destroy by urgent ordering pretty Jordan Shoes, in a bid to avoid this unhappy, we
resolve by offer huge promote now Rush Rob Havenstein Jersey , you might shopping guarantee Jordan
Shoes in large-scale of Jordan Shoes, discount Jordan Shoes, suede upper Air Jordan Sale鈥︹€?p>
Now that year after year Jordan Shoes sheepskin is bound to be most pop gift in Christmas, avoid to be
more in haste deal with such assignable things, Jordan Shoes online shopping save you both time and
money! Approach to winter means approach to cold air? This is not correct presentation, all of us
subjective initiative told us turn to Cheap Jordan Shoes for help! Needn鈥檛 wait for long queue in Jordan
Shoes store, opportunity is leave to who well preparation people Rush Tyler Higbee Jersey , good news
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here publish if you pay more attention to us, zipper women鈥檚 Jordan Shoes, crochet Jordan Shoes,
Cheap Jordan 1 For Sale鈥︹€nnumerable Jordan Shoes here to prevent rush purchase Jordan Shoes
happening!
Wholesaler is prompt Jordan Shoes fans place order one month ago to avoid Jordan Shoes active
demand season, formerly experience show that one or two week before Christmas day, there are
countless short of color, size Rush Jared Goff Jersey , style phenomenon, Discount Jordan Shoes,
Jordan Shoes sunburst sale gorgeous performance!
Breast Augmentation Precautions To Consider Health Articles | February 9, 2012
Breast augmentation is a fairly common procedure that uses implants to enhance the appearance of a
woman's chest. The . wholesale air max free shipping discount air max wholesale Cheap Air Max
Jordan 11 For Sale Nike Air Max Sale Cheap Jerseys Cheap Jerseys Wholesale Wholesale
Jerseys Wholesale Jerseys Wholesale NFL Jerseys
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